Follow the instructions and screenshots below to make a Room Selection.

- Log on to MyHousing and Dining through ASIST.

- Indicate the term (Fall or Spring).
-Select “On-Campus” or “Off-Campus”.

*If already Off-Campus approved, proceed through Financial Check-In as it will not be possible to select “On-Campus Housing” until the Off-campus approval is student declined.

*If selecting “Off-Campus” and not yet been approved, click “Apply Now” to proceed to the Off-Campus Application.
-If selecting “On-Campus” click “Start Now” to proceed to the housing page for the selected semester.
-After completing the Personality and Picture segments (optional), select “Room”.
- Indicate whether to be assigned a room or voluntarily choose a room by selecting the appropriate bullet and clicking “Save”.

- If voluntarily choosing a room, enter any criteria to search by and select “Apply Filter”. Only rooms within your housing budget will be able to be selected.
- If the filter generates more than one room, more information may be viewed about each room by selecting the blue arrow to the left of the room number.

- Once a room is chosen, click “Select Room”.

![Select a room interface](image)
- Complete the room selection by verifying and clicking “Done”.

* If desiring to change rooms, click “Change Room”. Please choose carefully as a room assignment may only be selected once until Open Selection.